Jira Align Foundation To Maturity

By incorporating Jira Align effectively, an organization embraces four key benefits of the platform that support enterprise agility:

- Build a Foundation for Strategic Alignment
- Accelerate Enterprise Agility
- Drive Business Outcomes
- Improve Operational Efficiency

Get Started With SAFe. Build A Foundation In Jira Align. Scale Without Limits.

Jira Align is not a silver bullet that’s going to automatically shower these benefits on any organization that implements it. The most crucial factor for long-term success with Jira Align is a commitment to continuous improvement and an enterprise-wide willingness to learn, grow, and change as the journey progresses.

We have built a solid foundation to support your organization’s transformation on all levels: teams and executive leadership, processes, and shared goals. Move from Level 1 to 4 with the expert guidance of our experienced team and a custom bundle of the following products:

- Jira At Scale Foundation
- Portfolio Coaching Support
- Jira Align Jumpstart
- Lean Portfolio Management Class
- SAFe For Teams
- Product Discovery
- Support To Execute PI Planning
- Leading Safe

Where Are You In Your Agile Transformation Journey? Let’s Discuss!
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1. The Ad Hoc Agile Team

**Jira & Key Add-ons**
- Focused on planning at the Team level
- Current Jira is like the Wild West – free-for-all with no governance
- Teams are not keeping up with work in Jira

2. Team Of Agile Teams

**Jira + Jira Align**
- Team level maturity is sound
- Planning occurs at the Team of Teams level
- Jira has governance with well-defined change management
- Current organizational transformation plans do not include LPM or Strategy level enablement in a tool

3. The Scaling Agile Organization

**Jira Align + Enterprise Insights**
- Program level maturity is sound
- Planning occurs at the Portfolio and/or Strategy level
- Portfolio is a real team that tracks the flow of value at this level
- There is a need to connect strategy to the system of delivery

4. The Agile Enterprise

**Jira Align + Enterprise Insights**
- Portfolio level maturity is sound
- Budgetary and Outcomes based planning occurs at the Portfolio level and/or Strategy level
- Agile teams are persistently funded
- Execs and VPs are concerned with outcomes being realized

5. The Scaling Agile Enterprise

**Jira Align + Enterprise Insights**